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COBB-DOUGLAS
Cobb-Douglas form:
k  QitXkt *
Xkt
Qit
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APk
Coefficients: Output elasticities
ln(Qit ) = kk1
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LL  SL ( )
 Elasticity of demand 
for agricultural output
SL Scale effect = -0.014
Mechanical Capital and 
Agricultural Wage 
are substitutes to 
Agricultural Wage
Animal Capital,
Agricultural Land, and 
Agricultural Labor 
are complements to 
Agricultural Wage
UNIT LABOR COST
ln(Ait )=ln(A)+i +Tt+TPTPit DDit it
Trade reduction index: [0,1]TPit
Dit Political institutions: [-10,10]
ln(ULCit )=0 W ln(Wit )+TPTPit DDit i  it
CONCLUSIONS
• Agriculture productivity increases 4% per year
• Agricultural productivity increases have outpaced world 
population growth
• Slow, but steady reductions in world malnutrition over time
• Cannot reject constant returns to scale
• Slope of relationship between inputs is the inverse of 
elasticity of factor demand
• Interpret as substitute or complementary inputs
• Technology more readily available
• Labor and capital become more efficient
• Trade Protection raises Unit Labor Cost 
• Polity lowers Unit Labor Cost
